
Language and Science Summer Camp

Duration: 3 weeks
Location: Hamburg and Berlin
Course Fee: 2,225 €
Date: 9th July – 29th July 2018



Hamburg is the second largest town in Germany and it is a harbour city with a
multicultural atmosphere. With its various parks, canals, attractions, shopping facilities
and activities, the inhabitants of Hamburg are justifiably proud of „Germany‘s most
beautiful city“. We would like to practice German with you and show you the environment
and most famous sights over here both intensively and with pleasure. We will also go on
excursions to Lüneburg and Lübeck. The youth education centre is located quiet, yet
central. Despite the intensive language course with focus on scientific vocabulary, you will
have the once in a lifetime opportunity to work on your own research project in the center
of science and development Hamburg.

The last week will be spend in Berlin. While continuing the German language courses,
there will also be enough time to explore the colorful capital city, its most famous sights
and the culture of the German people.

Language and Science Summer Camp in Hamburg and Berlin



Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday,

08:00-09:00 --- Breakfast at the 

accommodation

Breakfast at the 
accommodation

Breakfast at the 
accommodation

Breakfast at the 
accommodation

Breakfast at the 
accommodation

Breakfast at the 
accommodation

09:00-12:30 Arrival at 
Frankfurt/Main 
airport, continue 
journey to the 
accommodation

German class 

How are the 

Germans

German class

Facts about German 

History

German class

Fact about German 

Politics

German class

Facts about German 

Every Day Life

Cultural and 
historical trip to 
Lüneburg

cultural and 
historical trip to
Lübeck

12:30-13:30 15:00
Lunch

Lunch and sport Lunch and sport Lunch and sport Lunch and sport Packed lunch Packed lunch 

15:00-19:00 Short break

Presentation of the 
programme, the 
supervisors and 
students.

Welcome package 
for each student is 
distributed. 

Working on your 

research project in 

the center of science 

and development 

Hamburg

Sightseeing in 
Hamburg I

Working on your 
research project in 
the center of science 
and development 
Hamburg

Working on your 
research project in 
the center of science 
and development 
Hamburg

Sightseeing in 
Lüneburg

Sightseeing  in 
Lübeck

19:00 Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner

Your 1st week (Hamburg)



Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday,

08:00-09:00 Breakfast at the 
accommodation

Breakfast at the 

accommodation

Breakfast at the 
accommodation

Breakfast at the 
accommodation

Breakfast at the 
accommodation

Breakfast at the 
accommodation

Breakfast at the 

accommodation

09:00-12:30 Visiting AIRBUS German class

Study in Germany –
Higher Education 

Visit of a German 

Universiy

German class

Intercultural Training

German class

Famous Germans 

and why are they so 

popular

cultural and 
historical trips to
Bremen

Journey to Berlin

12:30-13:30 Lunch and sport Lunch and sport Lunch and sport Lunch and sport Lunch and sport Packed lunch Lunch in Berlin

13:30-19:00 Working on your 
research project in 
the center of science 
and development 
Hamburg

Working on your 

research project in 

the center of science 

and development 

Hamburg

Sightseeing in 
Hamburg II

Working on your 

research project in the 

center of science and 

development 

Hamburg

Working on your 

research project in 

the center of science 

and development 

Hamburg

Visiting the 
Klimahaus
Bremerhaven

Arrival at the 

accommodation in 

Berlin

Sightseeing in Berlin

19:00 Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner

Your 2nd week (Hamburg)



Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,

08.00 -09:00 Breakfast at the
accomodation

Breakfast at the 

accommodation

Breakfast at the 

accommodation

Breakfast at the 

accommodation

Breakfast at the accommodation

09:00 -12:30 German class at the
accomodation
History of Berlin

German class at the 

accommodation

The Classics

German class at the 

accommodation

Modern Art

German class at the 

accommodation

Test for certificate

German class at the 

accommodation

Resume

12:30 -13:30 Lunch at the 
accomodation

Lunch at the accommodation Lunch at the 

accommodation

Lunch at the accommodation Lunch at the accommodation

13:30 -19:00 Visit of the Reichstag and 
Parlament, guided tour

Boat-trip on Spree

cultural and historical trip to 

the palace and park Sanssouci

and the city centre of 

Potsdam, including the 

Brandenburg Gate

Visit of a University in 

Berlin and Pepperl and 

Fuchs
*Pepperl+Fuchs is a pioneer and 

innovator of industrial sensors for 

factory automation and an expert for 

explosion protection in process 

automation

Sightseeing in Berlin

Free time and time for 

shopping 

Preparation of farewell party and 

having a barbeque dinner 

together

19:00 Packed lunch on the

boat

Dinner at the accommodation Dinner at the 

accommodation

Dinner at the 

accommodation

Dinner at the accommodation

Your 3rd week (Berlin)



Arrival and Departure: We will pick you up from the airport and take you to the
education institution. On the last day we will take you back to the airport.

Supervisor: We provide an all-round service by our supervisors. The number of
supervisors depends on the number of students and teachers that are attending the
travel.

Course: The course will take place in the seminar room of the education institution.
In sum, the students will have 24 teaching units in German per week.

Accommodations: In comfortable youth hostels.

Optional excursions and trips: Center of Science and Development Hamburg, Guided
Tours through Hamburg, Michel, Speicherstadt/warehouse district, Hafencity,
Schanzenviertel, Walk through the old Elbtunnel, Guided Tour to Lüneburg, Guided
Tour to Lübeck, Visit of the Klimahaus Bremerhaven, Guided Tours through Berlin,
Visit of the Reichstag and the Parliament, Guided Tour to Potsdam, Palace and Park
Sanssouci, Brandenburg Gate, Visit of a University in Berlin and Pepperl and Fuchs

Registration deadline: 6 weeks before program start

Facts on the Language and Science Summer Camp 



• German lessons including course material
• 24 teaching units intensive German language course per week
• Assessment test at the beginning of the course
• Certificate of attendance
• Accommodation and half board
• Research project
• Sports, cultural and leisure program
• Guided trips and excursions
• City quiz and thematic tours
• Insurance of health, liability and accident
• 24h support

• Airport pickup

Language and Science Summer Camp: Our service 



About Us

Exchange, Education and Communication all in a global and intercultural context – it is with these in mind 
that aubiko was founded. Since 2001 the members of our team have gathered extensive experience at 
universities and other educational organizations not only in Germany, but also the USA, Russia, China, 
Denmark, Poland, Ukraine and the Czech Republic. We possess the relevant know-how to gauge and address 
the needs not only of international students, but also internationally-oriented universities.

Our areas of expertise include:

• The teaching of the German language at all levels (from basic to academic), including preparatory courses 
for university entrance level examinations ( for example TestDaF)

• Student advisory services in relation to the application process, course requirement and German 
academic standards.

• Development of intercultural exchange through cross-border academic and cultural projects between 
universities.

• Experience with international high-school exchange programs.

• University internationalisation projects.

• Delivery of intercultural competencies for global and internationally active companies and organisations
through intercultural training seminars and coaching sessions.

• Comprehensive and constantly growing global network of educational partners.

aubiko e.V., address: Stückenstraße 74, D-22081 Hamburg, phone: +49 (0) 40 78805961, mobile: +49 (0)17698939718

fax: +49 (0) 40 356754704, email: info@aubiko.de, website: www.aubiko.de 



aubiko e.V.

Ihr Team von aubiko e.V.

aubiko e.V. – Verein für Austausch, Bildung und Kommunikation

Stückenstraße 74

22081 Hamburg

E-Mail: info@aubiko.de

Telefon: +49 (0) 40 986 725 75

Fax: +49 (0) 40 986 725 86

Webseite: www.aubiko.de

Facebook: www.facebook.com/aubiko.de
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